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Abstract

Fractal Pattern Recognition and Recreation

Fredrik Lindén

It speaks by itself that in order to find oil, one must know where to look for it. In this
thesis I have investigated and created new tools to find salt in the bedrock, and to
recreate images according to some parameters, (fractal dimension and lacunarity).
The oil prospecting company Schlumberger gathers nowadays a huge amount of
seismic information. It is very time consuming to interpret the seismic data by hand.
My task is to find a good way to detect salt in the seismic images of the underworld,
that can then be used to classify the seismic data. The theory indicates that the salt
behaves as fractals, and by studying the fractal dimension and lacunarity we can make
a prediction of where the salt can be located. I have also investigated three different
recreation techniques, so that one can go from parameters values (fractal dimension
and lacunarity) back to a possible recreation.
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Sammanfattning

Sammanfattning För att finna olja måste man veta var man ska leta efter
den. I detta projekt har jag undersökt och skapat nya verktyg för att hitta
salt i berggrunden. Saltet fungerar som en barriär, vilket förhindrar oljan att
ta sig igenom. Dessa verktyg inbegriper att lagra och återskapa geofysiska
bilder enligt vissa parametrar (fraktal dimension och lacunarity). Schlum-
berger samlar numera en stor mängd seismiska informationer med syfte att
finna olja, det är mycket tidskrävande att tolka den seismiska informationen
för hand. Uppgiften jag gjort är att hitta ett bra sätt att upptäcka salt i de
seismiska bilderna av jordskorpan. Detta kan sedan användas för att klassi-
ficera den seismiska informationen i bilden. Genom att studera förändringar
i fraktal dimension och lacunarity, kan man göra en gedigen uppskattning
var salt strukturen är lokaliserad. Salt mönstret har en annan fraktal di-
mension än de omgivande sedimenten. Informationen i de seismiska bilderna
kan med min metod dessutom lagras enkelt och mycket kostnadseffektivt.
Jag har skapat tre andra algoritmer som rekonstruerar bilder utifrån fraktal
dimension och lacunarity, med dessa algoritmer blir det möjligt att sedan
åter rekonstruera bilderna. Projektfynden har patenterats av Schlumberger
med mitt medgivande.
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1 Introduction

Many natural phenomena if not all natural patterns, can be explained by
fractals. In this thesis I have investigated several new ideas to detect and
classify different patterns in the seismic images of the underworld.
The basic idea to classify seismic data is by studying the pretence of salt.
The salt acts as a wall, preventing the oil to move in this direction. By lo-
cating and characterizing the salt, one gets an indication where we will not
find oil. By examining the gaps in a near surrounding area one can then
measure the fractal dimension and the lacunarity. The lacunarity is well
documented for 1D/2D binary and grayscale data sets. What I have done
in this report is to also measure the lacunarity for 3D binary and grayscale
volumes.
In this work lacunarity and fractal dimension are considered as parameters
and are then used to classify the dataset. One might wonder, is it possible
to go back from a scalar parameter values to a prediction of the original
dataset? That’s way I also investigated three different methods to recreate
the input datasets with various success.

This work have led to several innervated creations, hence new techniques
to study salt tectonics several thousand feet below the earth’s crust. As a
result, the work has been accepted by "Istanbul international geophysical
conference an oil gas exhibition" and will be presented 17-19 September
2012. The application can be found appendix B.
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2 Theory

2.1 Fractal dimension

The definition of a fractal is a self-repeating (self similar) pattern that shows
similar properties in different scales. Take the Norwegian cost, for instance.
As we go from a coarse to a tine scale, we will still see the same geometric
pattern (as can be seen in figure 2.1). So fractal dimension is a tool to
measure a patterns self similarity.

Figure 2.1: Norway’s coast in different scales, coarse scale to the left and
tine scale to the right[1].

Another good example is the Serpinsky triangle figure (2.2) which is a math-
ematical construction describing a perfect fractal. Figure 2.2 illustrates the

Figure 2.2: The Serpinsky triangle shows how an ideal fractal behaves [2].

growth of triangles for different scales. The number of triangles grows expo-
nentially, and by studying the rate of growth we can anticipate the correct
number of triangles in various scales. This is called fractal dimension. The
fractal dimension can be computed from equation 2.1 [3][4] as follows,

Sd(F ) = lim
δ 7→∞

n∑
i=1

γδdi . (2.1)

Equation (2.1) holds for all subsets F belonging to Rn. Here γ is a positive
constant, δ is the radius of a circle/pixel and d is the dimensional measure.
If we now approximate to a box-counting dimension, the δ is the size of the
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box and d is the box dimension. We can then divide Sd(F ) on both sides
if and only if Sd(F ) is a real number between 0 and ∞. This provides us
with equation 2.2.[4]

d = log(γ)− log(B)
log(1

δ
) . (2.2)

In equation 2.2 B is the number of boxes (2D pixels or a 3D voxel) that are
set to 1 and that the log γ term drops out since γ is a constant ([2]). We
can interpret d as the slope in a log B, log 1/δ diagram. The slope can be
obtained with the least square method (equation 3.1).

The idea is that the salt has a different fractal pattern then the surroundings
(the layer of rocks and dirt). As we go from dirt with low threshold to salt
with high threshold we will see a change in the box count dimension. By
calculating the fractal dimension in different areas we can obtain different
values. In theory one could calculate different values for different types of
salt, so one could use this technique as a way to determine what kind of
salt we have encountered. The basic idea is to transform an image of salt
to a number that can be used to classify the total image.

7
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2.2 Lacunarity

The classical definition of lacunarity measures how sparse a data set is. This
is done by moving a gliding box throughout the data set. For each step we
compute the number of elements that contain 1. These are considered as
filed elements. To calculate the lacunarity I can use equation 2.3 ([5]).

Λ(r) =
∑N
s=1 s

2 ns

N(∑N
i=1 s

ns

N

)2 (2.3)

Here s stands for the number of elements that are occupied inside the
gliding-box. N represents the total number of gliding box, ns is the number
of gliding boxes that contains s filed elements. Λ(r) is the lacunarity given
for a gliding box size r. Below we can see two 1D data sets all clearly show
various values for different gliding box sizes ([6]).

Figure 2.3: Changes in lacunarity (vertical axis) versus changes in the glid-
ing box size (horizontal axis).

So the uniform data set for gliding-box size (r=3) gives us that for all ns=0
except when s=1 then n1=25 hence all gliding-boxes contains only one filled
pixel. Inserting this parameters in equation 2.3 we get Λ(3) = 1 as can be
seen in figure 2.3. We will use lacunarity to characterize the salt, meaning
that the salt will contain pixel (voxel) with low values compared with the
layer containing rocks and dirt which will have a high pixel value.
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Figure 2.4: Lacunarity curve for a clumped dataset

Figure 2.5: Lacunarity curve for a random dataset

From figures 2.4 and 2.5 we can see that in some parts we have a linear
behaviour. Intersection of lines often indicates the maximum length for the
gliding-box were all elements are set to one. In figure 2.3 we can see that
the maximum gliding box that only contains ones has a length of 8, and in
figure 2.4 we can see that the lines intersect each other, which indicate a
length of 7,7. In figure 2.5, however, we can see that the maximum length
is 2.7 which is near a length of 3 (as can be seen in figure 2.3).

9
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3 Method

In the beginning of this project I have investigated several other techniques,
but in order to constrain myself I have chosen to work with the fractal
components as lacunarity and box count dimension. Here I explain how the
workflow is arranged and what measures I have used.

3.1 Box-count dimension

As we saw in equation 2.2 we need to compute the number of boxes set to
1 for different box sizes. The number of boxes set to 1 is obtain by dividing
the original image into smaller sub-areas, see figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: The original pixels are divided in each step, in the first step:
the box size is large. As we change the box size the number of pixels will
increase.

We can now obtain the box-count dimension using the least square method
([7]).

Ac = f(x)⇔ ATAc = ATf(x)⇒ c = (ATA)−1ATf(x) (3.1)
c = [a,b]T (3.2)

n∑
i=0

(yi − (a · xi + b))2 (3.3)

In equation 3.1 Ac is an approximation of f(x) which is the number of pixels
set to 1, in each step x, and by solving for c we obtain the slope a. In this
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case a is the box-count dimension and b determines the point at which the
line intersects the y-axis,

this corresponds to the case when we the box-size is null. In order to get a
box-count dimension matrix we initialize a window, inside this window we
compute a local box-dimension. We then move the window and compute a
new local box-dimension at the center of the window.

3.2 Lacunarity

Lacunarity is also calculated with a type of gliding-box method. This
method works in a similar way as the box-count algorithm. The differ-
ence is that instead of dividing the image into ”sub pixels” we let a small
gliding-box move throughout the window.

Figure 3.2: The window (black frame) is prohibiting the gliding-box (red
frame) from moving outside the small sub area, the gliding-box is therefore
only calculating a local lacunarity. The left image shows how the initial
position (step 1), the middle image represents step 2 and the image to the
right represents step 10.

3.3 2D grayscale transformation into 3D binary

The original lacunarity and box dimension are defined for binary data sets,
see,e.g [4]. Thus, the first thing one has to do is to convert a grayscale
image (the given data set) into a binary image. This can be done in sev-
eral ways but I have chosen to convert a 2D grayscale into a 3D landscape
approach, the intensity of each pixel will be transformed in to a 3D rect-
angle ([11],[13],[14]). In order to save computational time I have designed
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a method getThreshold (see Appendix A) which first calculates the best
threshold for which the image has greatest contrast. I then chose some
lower and higher thresholds. A pixel with a high value will represent a tall
line of cubes and a low value pixel will be transformed into a small line of
cubes see figure 2.5. This gives us more information about the system then
just a binary image.

Figure 3.3: Illustrates the transformed 2D grayscale image were pixel values
represents the high ([8]).

Once the transformation has been done I then move a 3D gliding box inside
the three Dimensional data set counting the number of cubes inside. Hence,
the pixel value varies between 0 and 255. I only choose 5 thresholds in
order to save computational time. This is however something one can easily
change. By introducing another dimension to the problem, this will changes
the equations 2.2 and 2.3 (see equation 4.1).

3.4 3D grayscale transformation into ”4D binary”

The idea here is to move a 3D box and count the number of cubes for a
specific threshold and then recalculate the same volume again with another
threshold. As the algorithm preforms so far, the lacunarity and fractal
dimension analysis in 2D grayscale do not incorporate any correlations with
the points in the parallel planes. In order to get a more accrued measure
one should measure the pixels in front and behind the image itself. As
one can imagine, the amount of computation increases. To minimize the
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execution time one can choose to only use a binary data set or start using
several processors, in a smart way dividing the data set between those. The
equations to compute Lacunarity now read as follows:

Λ(r) = N ·
∑N
s=1 s

2Ψs(∑N
s=1 sΨs

)2 (3.4)

Here Ψs is a matrix with the number of gliding-boxes that contains s filed
elements for all thresholds T, N is the total number of cubes in the 4-
dimensional space.

4 Methods to recreate an image, given its
lacunarity and box count

In theory it would be possible to get the same or similar recreated image,
by adding and removing objects (lines of pixels with different lengths) as
long as we know haw big the objects are and how faraway the objects are
from one another. As we saw on page 6-8, the fractal dimension tells us two
things; first how many object we should add, second, what size each object
should have. Lacunarity, on the other hand, tells us how close together the
objects are to one another. One way to recreate an image is to randomize
these objects, and then try to satisfy the constraints, namely, to obtain an
image with lacunarity and box count as close as these of the original im-
age. However as one can imagine, for each randomized object one have to
recalculate the lacunarity and/or box count dimension so that the result
becomes as accurate as possible.
In this section I explain how the different recreation methods work. The
three methods I have developed in the process of recreating the image are
referred to as the ”Shadow Object Algorithm”, the ”Random-Object Algo-
rithm” and the ”Box count distribution Algorithm”.
From the model (the original image) we can obtain a spider web diagram
for the box count dimension and the lacunarity. These are computed in
different directions so that we can obtain more spatial knowledge of the
distribution of points (objects). We then start simulating 1D array for each
direction but in order to create 2D image or 3D volumes we need to merge
these arrays with one an other. This can be done by introducing constraints
for the model meaning that some objects/ pixels are already initialized see
figure (4.1).

13
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Figure 4.1: Original image to the left and the constraints to the right, the
red dots represents the were the constraints are take. If we look at the right
image we see that the constraints are set to one (white) or zero (black) and
the gray area in-between can be ether one ore zero.

When the constraints are in place we then add objects according to the
spider web diagram.

The ”Shadow Object Algorithm” starts with an all most empty image and
we see the lines/boxes of pixels as objects, moving high above the simu-
lation image, only leaving a shadow after it self. The regions where the
shadow is denser, represent the area with the highest probability to add
a pixel. By studying the objects movement in different directions we get
more constraints of were the pixels should be located. However, this become
computational heavy since we have to insert several different objects, and
therefore I only briefly describe the main ideas.

The ”Random-Object Algorithm” adds a object according to the box-count
dimension, and if one adds objects in different directions, one can gather
a lot of constraints on how the recreation should behave. We can also ad-
d/remove points by looking at the lacunarity, however, it may constrain the
image in a way that it will be impossible to recreate an exact solution or
even a near reasonable solution.

The ”Box count distribution Algorithm” on the other hand, each pixel will
use it’s neighbours as a way to calculate the probability to add objects. The
lacunarity is then used as a filter to remove the variance between several
simulations.

14
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4.1 Shadow Object Algorithm

Since this algorithm shows certain advantages, I include a more detailed
description of that.

1. All are set to zero elements, except the constraints in the simulation
matrix

2. Add the longest array to the simulation matrix

3. Add one to every element beneath the array

4. A spider web diagram, computed from the box count algorithm. Tells
us if we are allowed to add an array (object) or not. If we are not
allowed to add an array, we try to fit a smaller array instead.

5. Move the smallest array to a the right in the simulation matrix if it is
contacting another array (object) or overlapping an empty constraint
(it is prohibited for two arrays to create one larger array) skip step 3

6. Once all the smaller arrays have been moved around in the unoccupied
areas we then move the second smallest and so on. Repeat step 3-5.

7. Simulation matrix is now filed with numbers depending on the array
length and each number indicates the probability that this element is
filled.

8. Do the same procedure for every direction in this case every 45 degree.

9. Add all the simulation matrices to one another, then randomize a pixel
in each element inside the total simulation matrix, then each element
will have a different probability.

I include an example on how the algorithm works. This example is used for
determining empty elements in the simulation matrix but one can also do
the same operations to determine whether the elements are full.

Figure 4.2: The original 1D line segment. The dark squares illustrate empty
elements and the white full element, the gray mark, represents the con-
straint.

15
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Figure 4.3: By placing the ”3 pixel” (thin 1: s) object first, we can then
place the ”2 pixel” (thick 1: s) object. In the first iteration we only have
one possible solution. In the third step we see that there are two possible
solutions this gives us that position 2 from the left has a higher probability
to be an empty element. Summing all of these values and storing them in
the simulation matrix we can obtain a possible recreation.

Figure 4.4: The simulation matrix: the probability is shown as the intensity.
White mean high probability that the element is full and black has low
probability that it is full.

If we now want to place a line with a length three and two, we have to look
inside 3 elements respective 2 elements. By summing up all the values inside
the array we obtain the probability for this object to be located here in this
locations however once we have placed an object we can’t place another
object directly afterwards. If we repeat the simulation several times we can
then compare the lacunarity in order to get the best result.

If we now use the shadow object algorithm on a matrix, let say for simplicity
a 4 by 4 matrix, we have to convert this matrix into several arrays in order to
get the distribution of points in different directions. By study 1D lacunarity
in several direction gives us more information on how each pixel should
behave. So far I have only investigated 0, 90, 45 and 135 degree directions
as we can see in figure 4.5.

16
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Figure 4.5: Examples of how the matrix can be divided into several direc-
tional arrays.

Figure 4.6: Here are the directional arrays joined together, to the left we
see the original image and to the right recreated image

17
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4.2 Random-Object Algorithm

One can also try to obtain a recreation of the image by adding objects (lines
with different lengths) in a random way, but in order to get god results one
has to constrain the problem in a smart way. This can be done if one
adds objects in several different levels. This means that in the first level
one places large objects and in the next level one can only place objects
inside the object that were added previously. However, the objects should
be added with a probability, described by the box count dimension.

P (X) = Xn+1 −Xn

Xn+1
, (4.1)

where Xn is the number of pixels in level n and P is the probability to add
a new object (pixel line). Furthermore one can also use the lacunarity to
constrain the problem, by comparing the lacunarity of the original image
and that of the recreated image. One can compare these two curves and
see if we have same kind of behaviour. In the case of perfect recreation the
curves should be identical.

4.3 Box count distribution Algorithm

This algorithm computes the number of neighbours for each element. For
each pixel we compute the number of neighbour that are set to one. By doing
this on different scales one can obtain a probability distribution matrix. I
compute the number of neighbours in each scale. This is done by studying
the elements in every 45 degree angle (8 pixels nearby). This gives us 256
different possible ways to describe the neighbouring pixels (see figure 4.8).
If the pixel is set form the constraints, then this pixel will be locked. This
means that this pixel will be fixed trough out the simulation. Once this is
done, these locked pixels will become initial conditions. The initial condition
will tell us where to start adding points. This process is done in a so called
the contact matrix. One could start adding objects/pixels in several ways,
I have however tried three approaches:

i start adding objects to the elements with a low neighbour value,

ii add objects to those elements with high neighbour value,

iii add objects with different probabilities set by the user.

18
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The probability for the case iii can be obtain by changing the contact
matrix. Instead of having a value vary between 0 to 8 + Lock, one can set
each element in the contact matrix to vary between 0 to 255 + Lock. In this
way we can store more information on how the pattern behaves in different
directions or, in other words, one can maybe even obtain the fractal rule.
We then change the level meaning that we start adding smaller objects in
those areas were we have no locked values, as we did in the previous level.
In each step we need to know how many objects we need to add and a
contact matrix. By running the simulation several times we can compute a
mean value of all simulations (Monte Carlo method). One can then use the
lacunarity to threshold the recreated image, in other words the lacunrity is
used to compute the right threshold for the simulation.

Figure 4.7: Box count distribution Algorithm flowchart.

19
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Figure 4.8: Each element is validated by its closest neighbour, the black
pixels are locked and are seen as ’set’ throughout all iterations. The binary
code indicates the pattern of the neighbours for the center pixel.

4.4 Lacunarity distribution Algorithm

This algorithm distributes points according to the lacunarity for different
scales. In each scale the lacunarity can be expressed as a cumulative dis-
tribution function (cdf). It is essential that we use a conditional image,
meaning that some points are predefined and can not be changed as we run
our simulation. The the state of the other points is however, dependent
on the lacunarity and the box count dimension. We refer these undefined
points to as allocated points. As we change the scale, these allocated points
will change state, once an allocated point is set to empty, we will no longer
change the state of this point. If we now compare the number of set points
with the box count dimension on a given level (scale), and the number of
set points are equal, we jump to the next scale and set all allocated points
to empty. If the number of set points is less, the allocated points are set as
full but it still needs to satisfy the lacunarity constraints. On the next level
each pixel is recapped (lumped) meaning each pixel/point become 4 smaller
pixels (sub-pixels). If the pixel was empty on the previous level then the
new sub-pixels are considered empty as well, however if the pixel on the
previous level was full then the smaller sub-pixels become allocated points.

20
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5 Results

5.1 Lacunarity and fractal dimension
for grayscale images

Fractals describe chaotic patterns and we can anticipate that the result is
highly dependent on the box sizes for which the calculation is done. Thus, in
order to get a good result one has to calibrate the box sizes and window sizes
to be used in the algorithm. In other words if we use a small window size
we will only find correlation in small parts of the original image (volume),
and if we use a large window we are able to find larger patterns. Also one
has to chose a suitable box size. For instance, for the lacunarity algorithm,
where it is crucial to choose a good gliding box, depending on what pattern
one is looking for. If we look at figure 5.5, we can see that large gliding
box sizes will give us similar result independently of the data set. A small
gliding box will give us the unique solutions however small gliding boxes
are more computational heavy since they require more iterations than large
gliding boxes. In order to find the interesting pattern (in this case the salt)
and to save computation one has to compute the change of the lacunarity
for different gliding boxes sizes. We can then compare the lacunarity for
the different sub-areas(see figure 5.1 on page 22).

As we can see in figure 5.4, the sub-area D can not easily be distinguished
from the other patterns when gliding box size varies much. However, it
is harder to distinguish pattern C and D from each other, so in order to
separate these two patterns from one another, one can use a directional
gliding-box, meaning that the gliding box will have irregular properties.
For instance, a gliding box of size 2 x 4 will be more dependent on the
pixels in the vertical direction only.

In figure 5.1 we can see how the calibration is performed in a 2D binary
image. The first thing we do is compute the change in lacunarity in a
subarea constrained by the blue frame D (this is where the salt is located).
Then we chose other subareas where we believe there is no salt (red frames).
But the subarea B is a reflection of the salt and since we want to locate the
salt, we treat the subarea B in a similar way as A and C.

When we have done this subdivision we compute the change of lacunarity
for directional and non directional gliding-box, which can be seen in figure
5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8.
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Figure 5.1: Subdivision of the original image in order to find a good gliding
box/window size.

Figure 5.2: The left image represents the reflection of the shale. The one
to the right illustrates the reflection of salt.
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Figure 5.3: The left image represents the reflection of the shale. The one
to the right is the salt

Figure 5.4: Changes in the lacunarity for a non-directional gliding box. The
blue line represents the salt.
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Figure 5.5: Changes in the lacunarity for a 45 degree directional gliding-box.

Figure 5.6: Changes in the lacunarity for a 135 degree directional gliding-
box.
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Figure 5.7: Changes in the lacunarity for a gliding-box with vertical direc-
tion.

Figure 5.8: Changes in the lacunarity for a gliding-box with horizontal
direction.
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If we now run the 2D lacunarity algorithm with a window size 35 times 35
pixels with non directional and directional gliding boxes with different sizes
which we obtained from the previous figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. We
obtain the following results, shown in figures 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13.

Figure 5.9: Displays the treated seismic image with the non-directional
gliding box with the size of 2 x 2 pixels.

Figure 5.10: Image, obtained by using a gliding-box with size 4 x 1 pixels,
45 degree direction .

As we can see in figures 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13, the salt can be found
somewhere in the minimum, and as we change direction of our gliding box
we can see the edges of salt more clearly.
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Figure 5.11: Illustrates how treated image with a 135 degree directional
gliding-box with size 7 x 1 pixels.

Figure 5.12: Image, obtained when using a gliding-box size 12 x 1 pixels
horizontal.
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Figure 5.13: Lacunarity changes with a gliding-box size of 1 x 4 pixels
vertical.

Figure 5.14: Change of the fractal dimension, the dark red area indicates
were the distribution of points is the highest, and the blue, yellow areas
represent low distribution of points with low probability for finding salt
there.
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Figure 5.15: 2D Grayscale simulation of the lacunarity obtained with a
gliding-box size with dimensions 3 pixels in horizontal direction, 3 pixels in
vertical and 3 pixels in hight (intensity) and window size 35 by 35 pixels,
blue area represents the salt

Figure 5.16: 2D Grayscale contour map of figure 5.15
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To see whether 2D lacunarity algorithm works for other seismic images I
run the code for the image depicted in figure 5.17. In this image there are
two interesting features the salt to the right and the channel to the left.

Figure 5.17: The interesting patterns which we want to detect are circled.

In order to save computational time I decided to run the algorithm for the
image in figure 5.18 here I have removed the middle part, which will have
no contribution to the result, hence the window size is 51 and the gliding
box has the size of 2 pixels in horizontal- 2 pixels in vertical direction.
Furthermore one can easily change the grayscale parameter. In this case I
use a gliding box with dimensions (2, 2, 4).

Figure 5.18: The transformed image from figure 5.17. We can still see the
salt area to the right and the channel to the left.
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Figure 5.19: Change in fractal dimension. Here I used a box-size varying
between 4 pixels up to 32 pixels.

Figure 5.20: Lacunarity of the image 5.18.
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The channel to the left could not be distinguished put if one change the
window size to 15 times 15 pixels and zoom in to the interesting area we
gets the following result seen in figure 5.21. This can however not be done
by the box count algorithm since it is more dependent on the window size.

Figure 5.21: The left image shows the location of the channels and the right
image shows how the computer ’sees’ the same pattern.
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5.2 Lacunartiy for 3D grayscale volumes

As in article [9] I duplicate the same samples, stacking them together so
that they constitute a 3D volume. This volume represents the input. As I
choose gliding box size to be 2 pixels in each direction and a window-size
of 5 pixels in each direction, one can then obtain the result shown in figure
5.23.

Figure 5.22: A slice of the original image.

Figure 5.23: The Lacunarity interpretation.

Since a 3D volume increases the computations, I selected a smaller interval
than that used for the previous figures. Because of this the window-size
must be reduced. Therefore, we can not find salt but on the other hand we
can see other patterns.
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5.3 Recreation

AS described, the Shadow Object algorithm became too expensive to run.
Therefore it was not used in any computer test. We can conclude that the
method is not interesting enough to spend time on.

As the name suggests, the Random-Object algorithm appears to be very
random but still shows some visual resemblance with the original image.
The recreated image in figure 5.25 has the same box count as figure 5.24,
but the lacunarity condition is not matched. This suggests that the method
will probably not produce any reliable results.

Figure 5.24: Illustrates a brick wall.

Figure 5.25: Two different simulations with the Random-Object algorithm
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For the Box count distribution Algorithm the result is much more promising.
If we run the program for the conditional input image in figure 5.26 one can
get the following result seen in figure 5.28 and 5.27. One can clearly see
that the result looks really close to the original. In each level I add objects
with different sizes, in the first level I add boxes with size 64 by 64 pixels
then 32 by 32 pixels, 16 by 16 pixels, 8 by 8 pixels, 4 by 4 pixels and 2 by
2 pixels. I do this simulation 5 times and then I compute the lacunarity for
different threshold as can be seen in figures 5.29 and 5.30. The comparison
of the lacunarity method i, were I add objects for those pixels with few
neighbours can be seen in figure 5.27.

Figure 5.26: The original binary image (left) and the conditional image
(right). The conditional image is obtain by 550 random points from the
original image

Figure 5.27: The recreated image,
with 5 Monte Carlo simulations,
using method i.

Figure 5.28: The recreated image,
with 5 Monte Carlo simulations,
using method ii.
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Figure 5.29: The recreated im-
age, with 50 Monte Carlo simu-
lations, using method ii. Where
I use lacunarity to filter the dif-
ferent thresholds.

Figure 5.30: The recreated im-
age, with 500 Monte Carlo simu-
lations, using method ii. Where
I use lacunarity to filter the dif-
ferent thresholds.

We should bear in mind that these simulations (see figures 5.27 - 5.30)
used a conditional image that contains less then 5% of the pixels from the
original image. This means that we have a pretty good compression and we
can still see the same patterns as in the original image. One can improve
the simulation by adding more points in the conditional image by doing so
one can obtain following results seen in figures 5.31 and 5.32.

Figure 5.31: The recreated im-
age, with 50 Monte Carlo simu-
lations, using method ii. Where
I have used a conditional image
with 15% of the original number
of pixels

Figure 5.32: The recreated im-
age, with 50 Monte Carlo simu-
lations, using method ii. Where
I have used a conditional image
with 30% of the original number
of pixels
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Lacunarity distribution algorithm however is more complicated than the
previous methods, in that hens one have to introducing a error interval for
the simulation, if the interval is to narrow the simulation time increases
rapidly. In the following result seen in figures 5.33, 5.37 and 5.40, the
conditinal image has 5% of the original points. The error interval used can
be seen in figure 5.35, 5.38 and 5.41.

Figure 5.33: Recreation of figure
5.34

Figure 5.34: Shows a cliff rock
threshold of 128

Figure 5.35: The red line represents the true lacunarity when changing scale,
the blue line represents the lacunarity of the recreated image (figure 5.33)
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Figure 5.36: Illustrates the fractal
pattern

Figure 5.37: Recreation of figure
5.36

Figure 5.38: The red line represents the true lacunarity when changing scale,
the blue line represents the lacunarity of the recreated image (figure 5.36)
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Figure 5.39: Illustrate the fractal
pattern.

Figure 5.40: Recreation of figure
5.39

Figure 5.41: The red line represents the true lacunarity when changing scale,
the blue line represents the lacunarity of the recreated image (figure 5.39)
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6 Discussion

In the examples above (figures 5.18 ) the original image have been trans-
formed into 2D grayscale images or, if one prefers, 3D binary datasets. The
reason for this is because lacunarity is defined for binary data sets, how-
ever how do one classify a good threshold? In this thesis I have chosen the
threshold, for which we obtain the highest contrast, meaning the number
of zeros proportional to the number of one’s (50 %). I have also preformed
the algorithm for 3D volumes. As one can imagine the computational time
grows fast for large problems. Thus, in order to run larger problems one
has to consider parallel computations. One could easily let each processor
handle one or several sub-image/volumes constrained by the window. Each
processor could have different window size, giving different weights for dif-
ferent types of patterns.

So far I have investigated a diagonal-, horizontal- and vertical gliding box.
But one could use a gliding box for each direction 10 degrees instead of 25
degrees which I have used. This could give us more information about the
salt location, however as we saw in figure 5.13 some of the directions will
not give us any useful information.
If we make a contour map of figure 5.15 we get the image in 5.16. We can
now see the shaped of the salt and if we compare the results with manual
interpretation figure 6.1 ([10]). we can see that the salt body is slightly
different, but the result still looks promising.
We can also look at the fractal dimension matrix show in figure 5.19. This
simulation shows the change in the fractal dimension, with a window size
of 35 x 35 pixels and a box size varying between 32 x 32 to 4 x 4 and as we
can see in the figure, the minimum indicates the location of the salt.

The fractal dimension seems to have problems to separate the salt (sub-
image D in figure 5.1) from the salt reflection (sub-image B in figure 5.1).
This can be explained by the self-similarity, we can see that the salt reflec-
tion has a similar pattern as the salt itself, but they have different scales.
Hence, the fractal dimension measures the self-similarity and we are not
able to find the right contour. Lacunarity, on the other hand, measures the
sparsity and therefore, scale dependent. Both techniques, however, show
promising results to detect and distinguish salt.

Of the tree recreation techniques I created, Box count distribution Algo-
rithm (method ii) seems most promising as to reproducing the initial im-
age, shown in figure 5.32 it is almost identical to the input image 5.26. This
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shows that the algorithm works. By adding objects on different levels one
can establish a contact distribution in every level, and by ruling out areas
that should be empty from the previous levels. As for method i,it is too
sensitive and may not be suitable.

At this stage of the work the Box count distribution Algorithm (BCDA)
recreates well binary images. In the future it can be improved for several
thresholds and in 3D. Both BCDA and lacunarity distribution algorithm
can save up to 90% of memory compared by storing the original image.
One could also improve the conditional image by taking more samples, in
areas where there interesting patterns exist. As we saw in figures 5.28-5.30
the conditional images were poorly distributed and as a result we weren’t
able to see the fault (crack) on the left in figure 5.26. If we increase the
number of constraints in the conditional image we can detect the fault. By
controlling the position of these constraints one can save more memory and
still find the defined types of patterns.

The lacunarity distribution algorithm (LDA) is reproducing a pattern that
shares the same lacunarity as the original image for the gliding-box of 3x3
multiplied by the scale. This method is clearly not as efficient as the Box
count distribution Algorithm to reproduce the original image, however LDA
is honouring both lacunarity and fractal dimension independently of the
conditional image. Therfore, LDA is therefore more effective then BCDA
when we have the constraints are further apart from each other.
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Figure 6.1: Manual interpretation from [10]

7 References
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A Computer code

A.1 2D grayscale lacunarity

% main method %
input=imread(’salt.tif’);
fracImage=zeros(172,180,1);
fracImage(:,:,1)=input(:,:,1);
threshold = []; % threshold and number of thresholds
r = [2,2]; % gliding-box size
w=[35,35]; % window size
focus=getFocus(fracImage,threshold);% creates the thresholds
w(3)=1;
fracImage=im2bw3D(fracImage,focus); % creates a 3D landscape
A=LacunarityMatrix(fracImage,w,r);
figure(1)
imagesc(A);
colorbar

function focus=getFocus(inputImage,parameter)
%parameter(1)=threshold
%parameter(2)=level
midPoint=getThreshold(inputImage);
if isempty(parameter)

level=5;
mup=1-midPoint;
mdo=midPoint;
if(mup>mdo)

threshold=mdo/level;
else

threshold=mup/level;
end
focus=midPoint+(-floor(level/2)*threshold:threshold:threshold*floor(level/2));

else
focus=midPoint+parameter(1)+(-ceil(parameter(2)/2)*parameter(1):parameter(1):parameter(1)*floor(parameter(2)/2-1));

end

function C=getThreshold(fracImage)
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threshold=0.2:0.025:0.9;
err=0.15;
A=cell(length(threshold),1,1);
C=0.5;
for i=1:length(threshold)

A{i} =im2bw3D(fracImage,threshold(i));
L1=length(find(A{i}==1));
L2=length(find(A{i}==0));
fot=L1/L2;
if(abs(fot-0.5)<=err)

err=err/2;%
C=threshold(i);

elseif(abs(fot-1)<=err)
C=threshold(i);
err=err/2;

end
end

% Receives in a Image pixel value 0 to 255
%converts it into a binary image pixel value 0 or 1
function binaryImage = im2bw3D(fracImage,focus)
[imageLengthY,imageLengthX]=size(fracImage);
imageLengthF=length(focus);
binaryImage=zeros(imageLengthY,imageLengthX,imageLengthF);
for i=1:imageLengthF

for y=1:imageLengthY
for x=1:imageLengthX

if(fracImage(y,x)<focus(i)*255)% && fracImage(y,x,z)>focus(i-1)*255
binaryImage(y,x,i)=0;

else
binaryImage(y,x,i)= 1;

end
end

end
end

function B=LacunarityMatrix(A,w,r)
ALength=size(A);
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BLength(1)=ALength(1)-w(1)+1;
BLength(2)=ALength(2)-w(2)+1;
B=zeros(BLength(1),BLength(2));
for col=1:BLength(2)

for row=1:BLength(1)
B(row,col)=Psi(A(row:row+w(1)-1,col:col+w(2)-1,:),r(1),r(2),w(3));

end
end

function L=Psi(A,mask1,mask2,mask3)
m1=mask1-1;
m2=mask2-1;
m3=mask3-1;
[imageLengthX,imageLengthY,imageLengthZ,mask4]=size(A);%A is a 3D matrix
n=zeros(mask1*mask2*mask3*mask4+1,1);
for space=1:(imageLengthZ-m3)

for col=1:(imageLengthY-m2)
for row=1:(imageLengthX-m1)

temp=sum(sum(sum(A(row:row+m1,col:col+m2,space:(space+m3)))));
n(temp+1)=n(temp+1)+1;

end
end

end
totalOfBox=(imageLengthY-m2)*(imageLengthX-m1)*(imageLengthZ-m3);
n=n./totalOfBox;
s=find(n)-1;
z1 = zeros(length(s),1);
z2 = zeros(length(s),1);
for i=1:length(s)

z1(i)=s(i)*n(s(i)+1);
z2(i)=s(i)^2*n(s(i)+1);

end
if(sum(z2)==0)

%z2 ->0 faster then z1->0
L=0;

else
L=sum(z2)/(sum(z1))^2;

end
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A.2 3D grayscale lacunarity

% main method %
input=imread(’salt6.tif’);
fracImage=zeros(121,201,10);% fracImage is a 3D volume
for I=1:10

fracImage(:,:,I)=input(40:160,100:300,1);
end
threshold = []; % threshold and number of thresholds
r = [2,2,2,4]; % gliding box size can not be larger then w
w=[35,35,5,5]; % window size
focus=getFocus(fracImage,threshold);
% 4D image
fracImage=im2bw4D(fracImage,focus);
sizeFracImage=size(fracImage)
% Lacunarity
A=zeros(sizeFracImage(1)-w(1),sizeFracImage(2)-w(2),sizeFracImage(3)-w(3));
A=LacunarityMatrix(fracImage,w,r);
figure(1)
imagesc(A(:,:,1));
colorbar
figure(2)
imagesc(BandPassFilter(A(:,:,1),1,0));
colorbar

%taks in a Image pixel value 0 to 255 converts it into a binary
%image pixel value 0 or 1
function binaryImage = im2bw4D(fracImage,focus)

[imageLengthY,imageLengthX,imageLengthZ]=size(fracImage);
binaryImage=zeros(imageLengthY,imageLengthX,imageLengthZ);
for i=1:length(focus)

for z=1:imageLengthZ
for y=1:imageLengthY

for x=1:imageLengthX
if(fracImage(y,x,z)<focus(i)*255)

binaryImage(y,x,z,i)=0;
else

binaryImage(y,x,z,i)= 1;
end
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end
end

end
end

end

function B=LacunarityMatrix(A,w,r)
% A is a 4D volume
BLength=size(A)-w;
B=zeros(BLength(1),BLength(2),BLength(3));
for space=1:BLength(3)

for col=1:BLength(2)
for row=1:BLength(1)

B(row,col,space)=lac(A(row:row+w(1),col:col+w(2),space:space+w(3),:),r);
end

end
end

function L=lac(fracImage,r)
% fracImage är en 4d bild
sFracImage=size(fracImage);
multR=r(1)*r(2)*r(3)*r(4);
psei=zeros(multR+1,(sFracImage(4)-r(4)+1));
for h=1:(sFracImage(4)-r(4)+1)

psei(:,h)=Psi(fracImage(:,:,:,h:(h+r(4)-1)),r(1),r(2),r(3));
end
M=[0,1:multR];
lig=ones((sFracImage(4)-r(4)+1),1);%[255,100,50]’*1/1000;
z2=sum(M.^2*psei*lig);
if(z2==0)

L=0;
else

totalNrOfBoxes=(sFracImage(2)-r(2)+1)*(sFracImage(1)-r(1)+1)*(sFracImage(3)-r(3)+1)*(sFracImage(4)-r(4)+1);
z1=sum(M*psei*lig)^2;
L=z2/z1*totalNrOfBoxes;

end
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function n=Psi(A,mask1,mask2,mask3)
m1=mask1-1;
m2=mask2-1;
m3=mask3-1;
[imageLengthX,imageLengthY,imageLengthZ,mask4]=size(A);
n=zeros(mask1*mask2*mask3*mask4+1,1);
for space=1:(imageLengthZ-m3)

for col=1:(imageLengthY-m2)
for row=1:(imageLengthX-m1)

temp=sum(sum(sum(A(row:row+m1,col:col+m2,space:(space+m3),:))));
n(temp+1)=n(temp+1)+1;

end
end

end

function y=BandPassFilter(x,up,down)
sizeX=size(x);
y=zeros(sizeX(1),sizeX(2));
if(up<=down)

disp(’Error: up is lower then down’);
end
for i=1:sizeX(1)

for j=1:sizeX(2)
if(x(i,j)>up)

y(i,j)=0;
elseif(x(i,j)<down)

y(i,j)=0;
else

y(i,j)=x(i,j);
end

end
end
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A.3 2D grayscale box count dimension

fracImage=imread(’salt7.tif’);
fracImage=fracImage(:,:,1);
threshold = []; % controls the threshold and the level

% of the grayscale image
boxSize = [6:4:30;6:4:30]’;% different size for box count
w=[31,31]; % window size
focus=getFocus(fracImage,threshold);
%If we have a 2D image
sFracImage=size(fracImage);
if(length(sFracImage)<3)

sFracImage(3)=1;
end
% Box dimension
wb=boxSize(end,:);
if(wb(1)>sFracImage(1) || wb(2)>sFracImage(2))

disp(’Error: Box size larger then the input image / volume’)
return

end
D=zeros(sFracImage(1)-wb(1),sFracImage(2)-wb(2),sFracImage(3));
for vol=1:sFracImage(3)

D(:,:,vol)=fracDimension(fracImage(:,:,vol),boxSize,focus);
end
figure(2)
imagesc(D(:,:,1));
colorbar

%taks in a Image pixel value 0 to 255 converts it into a binary
%image pixel value 0 or 1
function binaryImage = im2bw2D(fracImage,threshold)

threshold=threshold*255;
[imageLengthY,imageLengthX,imageLengthZ]=size(fracImage);
binaryImage=zeros(imageLengthY,imageLengthX);
for y=1:imageLengthY

for x=1:imageLengthX
if(fracImage(y,x)<threshold)

binaryImage(y,x)=0;
else
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binaryImage(y,x)= 1;
end

end
end

end

function D=fracDimension(fracImage,boxSize,focus)
Level=length(focus);
[depth,h]=size(boxSize);
w=boxSize(end,:);
imageLength=size(fracImage)-[w(1),w(2)];
D=zeros(imageLength(1),imageLength(2));
A=zeros(Level,depth);
p=cell(Level,1,1);
for pq=1:Level

p{pq}=im2bw2D(fracImage,focus(pq));
end
for col=1:imageLength(2)

for row=1:imageLength(1)
for pq=1:Level

for i=1:depth
A(pq,i)=boxD(p{pq}(row:row+w(1),col:col+w(2)),boxSize(i,1),boxSize(i,2));

end
end
DC = polyfit(log(boxSize(:,1)’),-log(sum(A)+1e-99),1);
D(row,col)=DC(1);

end
end

function nrPixels=boxD(F,mx,my)
[y,x]=size(F);
nrPixels=0;
testy=mod(y,my);
testx=mod(x,mx);
if(testy==0)

if(testx==0)
for j=1:mx:x

for i=1:my:y
if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i:i+my-1),j:j+mx-1))>=1)
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nrPixels=1+nrPixels;
end

end
end

else
for i=1:my:y

for j=1:mx:x-testx
if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i:i+my-1),j:j+mx-1))>=1)

nrPixels=1+nrPixels;
end

end
if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i:i+my-1),j+mx:x))>=1)

nrPixels=1+nrPixels;
end

end
end

else
if(testx==0)

for j=1:mx:x
for i=1:my:y-testy

if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i:i+my-1),j:j+mx-1))>=1)
nrPixels=1+nrPixels;

end
end
if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i+my:y),j:j+mx-1))>=1)

nrPixels=1+nrPixels;
end

end
else

c=1;
for j=1:mx:x-testx

for i=1:my:y-testy
if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i:i+my-1),j:j+mx-1))>=1)

nrPixels=1+nrPixels;
end
if(isAnyPixelSet(F(i:i+my-1,j+mx:x))>=1 && c==1)

nrPixels=1+nrPixels;
end

end
if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i+my:y),j:j+mx-1))>=1)
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nrPixels=1+nrPixels;
end
c=0;

end
if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i+my:y),j+mx:x))>=1)

nrPixels=1+nrPixels;
end

end
end

function isSet = isAnyPixelSet(aMask)
[maskLength2 , maskLength1] = size( aMask );
for rowIndex = 1:maskLength2

for colIndex = 1:maskLength1
if ( aMask( rowIndex, colIndex ) ~= 0 )

isSet = 1;
return;

end
end

end
isSet=0;% If the function has not returned there are no non-zero pixels

end
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A.4 Calibration of parameters

% code for binary images %
F=cell(4,1,1);
B=cell(4,1,1);
C=cell(4,1,1);
salt=imread(’salt.tif’);
F{1}=salt(:,:,1);
B{1}=salt(11:50,1:40,1);
ref1=imread(’ref1.tif’);
F{2}=ref1(:,:,1);
B{2}=ref1(1:121,1:121,1);
ref2=imread(’ref2.tif’);
F{3}=ref2(:,:,1);
B{3}=ref2(1:64,1:64,1);
ref3=imread(’ref3.tif’);
% F{4}=ref3(:,:,1);
% B{4}=ref3(1:98,1:98,1);
% ref4=imread(’ref4.tif’);
% F{5}=ref4(:,:,1);
for i=1:length(B)

C{i}=diag45(B{i});
B{i}=diag135(B{i});

end
[imageLengthY,imageLengthX]=size(F{1});
fracImage=imread(’salt7.tif’);
fracImage=fracImage(:,:,1);
t=getThreshold(fracImage);
w={40:-1:1};
for runn=1:length(F)

F{runn}=im2bw(F{runn},t);
C{runn}=im2bw(C{runn},t);
B{runn}=im2bw(B{runn},t);
for p=1:length(w)

for i=1:length(w{p})
% sd=1
% L(i)=lac(F{runn},w{p}(i),w{p}(i));
% sd=2
% L45(i)=lac(C{runn},1,w{p}(i));
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% sd=3
% L135(i)=lac(B{runn},1,w{p}(i));
% sd=4
% Lx(i)=lac(F{runn},1,w{p}(i));
% sd=5
% Ly(i)=lac(F{runn},w{p}(i),1);

end
epsilonX=w{p};
if(runn>1)

figure(sd)
plot((epsilonX),(L),’r’)

else
figure(sd)
plot((epsilonX),(L),’b’)

end
grid on
title(’blue line = salt, red lines = reflection’)
xlabel(’Window size’)
ylabel(’Lacunarity ’)
hold on
axis([0 40 1 2])
clear L Lx Ly L45 L135

end
end
hold off

% code for grayscale images %
F=cell(4,1,1);
B=cell(4,1,1);
C=cell(4,1,1);
salt=imread(’salt.tif’);
F{1}=salt(:,:,1);
B{1}=salt(11:50,1:40,1);
ref1=imread(’ref1.tif’);
F{2}=ref1(:,:,1);
B{2}=ref1(1:121,1:121,1);
ref2=imread(’ref2.tif’);
F{3}=ref2(:,:,1);
B{3}=ref2(1:64,1:64,1);
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ref3=imread(’ref3.tif’);
F{4}=ref3(:,:,1);
B{4}=ref3(1:98,1:98,1);
% ref4=imread(’ref4.tif’);
% F{5}=ref4(:,:,1);
for i=1:length(B)

C{i}=diag45(B{i});
B{i}=diag135(B{i});

end
[imageLengthY,imageLengthX]=size(F{1});
fracImage=imread(’salt7.tif’);
fracImage=fracImage(:,:,1);
focus=getFocus(fracImage,[])
w={40:-1:1};
for runn=1:length(F)

F{runn}=im2bwGrayScale(F{runn},focus);
C{runn}=im2bwGrayScale(C{runn},focus);
B{runn}=im2bwGrayScale(B{runn},focus);
for p=1:length(w)

Ly=zeros(1,length(w{p}));
for i=1:length(w{p})

% sd=1;
% L(i)=Psi(F{runn},w{p}(i),w{p}(i),3);
% sd=2;
% L45(i)=Psi(C{runn},1,w{p}(i),3);
% sd=3;
% L135(i)=Psi(B{runn},1,w{p}(i),3);
% sd=4;
% Lx(i)=Psi(F{runn},1,w{p}(i),3);
% sd=5;
% Ly(i)=Psi(F{runn},w{p}(i),1,3);

end
epsilonX=w{p};
if(runn>1)

figure(sd)
plot((epsilonX),(Ly),’r’)

else
figure(sd)
plot((epsilonX),(Ly),’b’)

end
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grid on
title(’blue line = salt, red lines = reflection’)
xlabel(’Window size’)
ylabel(’Lacunarity ’)
hold on
axis([0 40 1 2])
clear L Lx Ly L45 L135

end
end
hold off

% takes in a Image pixel value 0 to 255 converts it into a binary
% image pixel value 0 or 1
function binaryImage = im2bwGrayScale(fracImage,focus)
[imageLengthY,imageLengthX]=size(fracImage);
binaryImage=zeros(imageLengthY,imageLengthX,length(focus));
for i=1:length(focus)

for y=1:imageLengthY
for x=1:imageLengthX

if(fracImage(y,x)<focus(i)*255)
binaryImage(y,x,i)=0;

else
binaryImage(y,x,i)= 1;

end
end

end
end

function L=Psi(A,mask1,mask2,mask3)
m1=mask1-1;
m2=mask2-1;
m3=mask3-1;
[imageLengthX,imageLengthY,imageLengthZ]=size(A);
n=zeros(mask1*mask2*mask3+1,1);
for space=1:(imageLengthZ-m3)

for col=1:(imageLengthY-m2)
for row=1:(imageLengthX-m1)

temp=sum(sum(sum(A(row:row+m1,col:col+m2,space:(space+m3)))));
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n(temp+1)=n(temp+1)+1;
end

end
end
totalBox=(imageLengthY-mask2+1)*(imageLengthX-mask1+1)*(imageLengthZ-mask3+1);
n=n./totalBox;
s=find(n)-1;
z1 = zeros(length(s),1);
z2 = zeros(length(s),1);
for i=1:length(s)

z1(i)=s(i)*n(s(i)+1);
z2(i)=s(i)^2*n(s(i)+1);

end
if(sum(z2)==0)

%z2 ->0 faster then z1->0
L=0;

else
L=sum(z2)/(sum(z1))^2;

end

function L = lac(fracImage,mask1,mask2)
[imageLengthX,imageLengthY]=size(fracImage);
totalBox=(imageLengthY-mask2+1)*(imageLengthX-mask1+1);
n=zeros(mask1*mask2+1,1);%
for col=1:(imageLengthY-mask2+1)

for row=1:(imageLengthX-mask1+1)
temp=sum(sum(fracImage(row:row+mask1-1,col:col+mask2-1)));
n(temp+1)=n(temp+1)+1;

end
end
n=n./totalBox;
s=find(n)-1;
z1 = zeros(length(s),1);
z2 = zeros(length(s),1);
for i=1:length(s)

z1(i)=s(i)*n(s(i)+1);
z2(i)=s(i)^2*n(s(i)+1);

end
if(sum(z2)==0)
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%z2 ->0 faster then z1->0
L=0;

else
L=sum(z2)/(sum(z1))^2;

end
end
fracImage=imread(’salt7’,’tif’);
fracImage=fracImage(20:200,:,1);
threshold=getThreshold(fracImage)
fracImage =im2bw(fracImage,threshold);
w=25,wy=w;wx=wy;
r=3,rx=r;ry=r;
[imageLengthX,imageLengthY]=size(fracImage);
A=zeros(size(fracImage)-[wx,wy]);
A45=zeros(size(fracImage)-[wx,wy]);
A135=zeros(size(fracImage)-[wx,wy]);
Ax=zeros(size(fracImage)-[wx,wy]);
Ay=zeros(size(fracImage)-[wx,wy]);
for col=1:(imageLengthY-wy)

for row=1:(imageLengthX-wx)
%lacunarity matrix
A(row,col)=lac(fracImage(row:row+wx,col:col+wy),2,2);
%lacunarity X direction
Ax(row,col)=log(lac(fracImage(row:row+wx,col:col+wy),1,4));
%lacunarity Y direction
Ay(row,col)=(lac(fracImage(row:row+wx,col:col+wy),12,1));
%lacunarity 45 direction
if(wx==wy && ry==rx)

A45(row,col)=(lac(diag45(fracImage(row:row+wx,col:col+wy)),1,4));
A135(row,col)=(lac(diag135(fracImage(row:row+wx,col:col+wy)),1,7));

end
end

end
figure(1)
imagesc(A);
colorbar()
figure(2)
imagesc(Ax);
colorbar()
figure(3)
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imagesc(Ay);
colorbar()
figure(4)
imagesc(A45);
colorbar()
figure(5)
imagesc(A135);
colorbar()

% converts Matrices into 1 dimensional array, which represents
% the matrices with a of direction 45 degree
function B=diag45(A)
[lx,ly]=size(A);
if(lx~=ly)

disp(’only quadratic images’)
return;

end
i=1;
k=1;
B=zeros(1,lx*ly);
size(B);
for y=ly:-1:1

for x=1:k
B(i)=A(y,x);
i=i+1;
if(y==ly)

y=1;
else

y=y+1;
end

end
k=k+1;

end
k=2;
for c=1:ly-1

for x=k:lx
B(i)=A(y,x);
i=i+1;
if(y==ly-c)
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y=1;
k=k+1;

elseif(k==lx)
return;

else
y=y+1;

end
end

end

% converts Matrices into 1 dimensional array, which represents
% the matrices with a of direction 135 degree
function B=diag135(A)
[lx,ly]=size(A);
if(lx~=ly)

disp(’only quadratic images’)
return;

end
Aprim=zeros(ly,lx);
for y=ly:-1:1

for x=1:lx
Aprim(y,x)=A(x,1+ly-y);

end
end
B=diag45(Aprim);
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A.5 Recreation code

% Box count distribution Algorithm %
A=imread(’frock.png’);II=A(1:128,1:128,1)/255;
figure(1)
imagesc(II)
colormap(’bone’)
[X,Y]=size(II);
itr=floor(log2(min(X,Y)))-1;
K=1;
CI1=cell(itr+1,1,1);
CI2=cell(itr+1,1,1);
CI3=cell(itr+1,1,1);
inMat1=zeros(X,Y);
GL=cell(itr+1,1,1);
GH=cell(itr+1,1,1);
while(K~=0)

for i=1:X
for j=1:Y

if(rand<0.05)
inMat1(i,j)=II(i,j);
if(i>X/2)

nX=2;
else

nX=1;
end

if(j>Y/2)
nY=2;

else
nY=1;

end
end

end
end
if(isempty(find(inMat1==1, 1)))
else

K=0;
end

end
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figure(2)
imagesc(inMat1)
colormap(’bone’)
nrOfBox=zeros(1,itr);
MCL=zeros(size(II));%
MCH=zeros(size(II));%
MCLH=zeros(size(II));%
MCHL=zeros(size(II));%
clc
McItr=5;
for McSim=1:McItr

McSim
IH=1;
IL=1;
pL=0;
pH=0;
pj=1;
for steg=itr:-1:0%step=[4,2,1]%[4,2,1]

step=2^(steg);
CI=getSubImage(inMat1, step,step);%lumping % step=4, step=2
trueNrOfBox = BoxProb(CI,step);
OI=getSubImage(II, step,step);%lumping
TrueNrOfBox = BoxProb(OI,step);
ContactMatCIH=ContactFunctionTest(CI,IL,IH,pH);
CI2{pj}=AddHighNeighbours((TrueNrOfBox(1)-trueNrOfBox(1)),CI,ContactMatCIH);
IH=CI2{pj};
ContactMatCIL=ContactFunctionTest(CI,IL,IH,pL);
CI3{pj}=AddLowNeighbours((TrueNrOfBox(1)-trueNrOfBox(1)),CI,ContactMatCIL);
IL=CI3{pj};
pL=-1;
pH=1;
pj=pj+1;

end
GH{McSim}=CI2{end};
GL{McSim}=CI3{end};
MCH=CI2{end}/1000+MCH;
MCL=CI3{end}/1000+MCL;

end
figure(3)
imagesc(MCL./(McItr))
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colormap(’bone’)
figure(4)
imagesc(MCH./(McItr))
colormap(’bone’)
output=LacThreshold(initialInput,MCH,McItr)
figure(5)
imagesc(output)
colormap(’bone’)

function [outMat] = getSubImage(inMat, m2,m1)
[x,y]=size(inMat);
if((mod(x,2)==1)&&(mod(y,2)==1))

nrm1=y/m1;
nrm2=x/m2;
if(m1<m2)

while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)
inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm2=x/m2;

end
elseif(m1==m2)

while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)
inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm2=x/m2;

end
while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)

inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end
else

while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)
inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end
end
outMat=zeros(nrm2,nrm1);
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elseif(mod(x,2)==1)
nrm1=y/m1;
nrm2=x/m2;
if(m1<m2)

while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)
inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm2=x/m2;

end

elseif(m1==m2)%#
while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)

inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm2=x/m2;

end
while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)

inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end%#
else

while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)
inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end
end
outMat=zeros(nrm2,nrm1);

elseif(mod(y,2)==1)
nrm1=y/m1;
nrm2=x/m2;
if(m1>m2)

while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)
inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end
elseif(m1==m2)%#
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while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)
inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm2=x/m2;

end
while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)

inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end%#
else

while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)
inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm2=x/m2;

end
end
outMat=zeros(nrm2,nrm1);

else
nrm1=y/m1;
nrm2=x/m2;
if(m1<m2)

while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)
inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm2=x/m2;

end
elseif(m1==m2)%#

while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)
inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm2=x/m2;

end
while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)

inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end%#
else

while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)
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inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end
end
outMat=zeros(nrm2,nrm1);

end
for rmi = 0:nrm2-1

for cmi = 0:nrm1-1
pixelIsSet = isAnyPixelSetInMask(inMat(rmi*m2+1:(rmi+1)*m2,cmi*m1+1:(cmi+1)*m1)); % Sending the current part of fracImage to the function
if ( pixelIsSet )

outMat(rmi+1,cmi+1) = 1;
end

end
end

function OutMat = expandMatrix(A,EXsize)
lengthOfA = size(A);
for i = 2:-1:1

H = zeros(lengthOfA(i)*EXsize(i),1);
H(1:EXsize(i):lengthOfA(i)*EXsize(i)) = 1;
T{i} = cumsum(H);

end
OutMat = A(T{:});

function recreatedImage=AddLowNeighbours(nrOfBoxToAdd,CI,ContactMat)
[X,Y]=size(CI);
recreatedImage=CI*1000;
ii=0;
while(ii<9)

iL=length(find(ContactMat==ii));
if(iL<nrOfBoxToAdd)

for i=1:X
for j=1:Y

if(nrOfBoxToAdd<=0)
return;

else
if(ContactMat(i,j)== ii && recreatedImage(i,j)==0)
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recreatedImage(i,j)=1000;
nrOfBoxToAdd=nrOfBoxToAdd-1;

end
end

end
end

else
hop=false;
while(hop==false)

i=floor(rand*X)+1;
j=floor(rand*Y)+1;
if(nrOfBoxToAdd<=0)

return;
else

if(ContactMat(i,j)== ii && recreatedImage(i,j)==0)
recreatedImage(i,j)=1000;
nrOfBoxToAdd=nrOfBoxToAdd-1;

end
end

end
end
ii=ii+1;
if(nrOfBoxToAdd<=0)

return;
end

end

function recreatedImage=AddHighNeighbours(nrOfBoxToAdd,CI,ContactMat)
[X,Y]=size(CI);
recreatedImage=CI*1000;
ii=8;
while(ii>-1)

iH=length(find(ContactMat==ii));
if(iH<nrOfBoxToAdd)

for i=1:X
for j=1:Y

if(nrOfBoxToAdd<=0)
return;
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else
if(ContactMat(i,j)== ii && recreatedImage(i,j)==0)

recreatedImage(i,j)=1000;
nrOfBoxToAdd=nrOfBoxToAdd-1;

end
end

end
end

else
hop=false;
while(hop==false)

i=floor(rand*X)+1;
j=floor(rand*Y)+1;
if(nrOfBoxToAdd<=0)

return;
else

if(ContactMat(i,j)== ii && recreatedImage(i,j)==0)
recreatedImage(i,j)=1000;
nrOfBoxToAdd=nrOfBoxToAdd-1;

end
end

end
end
ii=ii-1;

end

function nrPixels=boxD(F,mx,my)
[y,x]=size(F);
nrPixels=0;
testy=mod(y,my);
testx=mod(x,mx);
if(testy==0)

if(testx==0)
for j=1:mx:x

for i=1:my:y
if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i:i+my-1),j:j+mx-1))>=1)

nrPixels=1+nrPixels;
end

end
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end
else

for i=1:my:y
for j=1:mx:x-testx

if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i:i+my-1),j:j+mx-1))>=1)
nrPixels=1+nrPixels;

end
end
if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i:i+my-1),j+mx:x))>=1)

nrPixels=1+nrPixels;
end

end
end

else
if(testx==0)

for j=1:mx:x
for i=1:my:y-testy

if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i:i+my-1),j:j+mx-1))>=1)
nrPixels=1+nrPixels;

end
end
if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i+my:y),j:j+mx-1))>=1)

nrPixels=1+nrPixels;
end

end
else

c=1;
for j=1:mx:x-testx

for i=1:my:y-testy
if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i:i+my-1),j:j+mx-1))>=1)

nrPixels=1+nrPixels;
end
if(isAnyPixelSet(F(i:i+my-1,j+mx:x))>=1 && c==1)

nrPixels=1+nrPixels;
end

end
if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i+my:y),j:j+mx-1))>=1)

nrPixels=1+nrPixels;
end
c=0;
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end
if(isAnyPixelSet(F((i+my:y),j+mx:x))>=1)

nrPixels=1+nrPixels;
end

end
end

function isSet = isAnyPixelSet(aMask)
[maskLength2 , maskLength1] = size( aMask );
for rowIndex = 1:maskLength2

for colIndex = 1:maskLength1
if ( aMask( rowIndex, colIndex ) ~= 0 )

isSet = 1;
return;

end
end

end
isSet=0;% If the function has not returned there are no non-zero pixels

end

function output=LacThreshold(initialInput,MCH,McItr)
focus=cell(6,1,1);
MCHThresholded=cell(6,1,1);
TransformdInput=im2bw(initialInput,[0.5]);
LacH=zeros(1,5);
LacI=zeros(1,5);
error=zeros(6,5);
for i=1:5

LacI(i)=Lac(TransformdInput,2^i,2^i,1);
end
for j=1:6

if(j==1)
focus{j}=[0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1];

elseif(j==2)
focus{j}=[0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9];

elseif(j==3)
focus{j}=[0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5];

elseif(j==4)
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focus{j}=[0.05,0.15,0.35,0.55,0.75,0.95];
elseif(j==5)

focus{j}=[0.4,0.45,0.5,0.55,0.6,0.65];
else

focus{j}=[0.1,0.15,0.25,0.75,0.85,0.9];
end
MCHThresholded{j}=im2bw(MCH./(McItr),focus{j});
for i=1:5

LacH(i)=Lac(MCHThresholded{j},2^i,2^i,1);
end
error(j,:)=abs( LacI- LacH);

end
d=min(sum(error’));
p=find(sum(error’)==d);
p=p(1);
sizeOfMCHThresholded=size(MCHThresholded{p});
output=zeros(sizeOfMCHThresholded(1),sizeOfMCHThresholded(2));
output=MCHThresholded{p}(:,:,1)*focus{p}(1)+MCHThresholded{p}(:,:,2)*focus{p}(2)+MCHThresholded{p}(:,:,3)*focus{p}(3);
figure(1)
imagesc(output)
colormap(’bone’)
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A.6 Recreation Lacunarity code

A=imread(’t.png’);AnalogImage=A(2:33,2:33,1)/255;A=AnalogImage; %loading analog images
L=[0.23,0.09,0.005,0.001,0.001,0.001,0]%t
% Lacunarity constraint size depend on the number of iterations
% Some times one have to restart the
% process do to these parameter can case
% problems in the next step (iteration)
figure(1)
imagesc(AnalogImage)
colormap(’bone’)
[X,Y]=size(AnalogImage); % size of the analog image
MCsim=1; % nr of monte carolo simulations
itr=floor(log2(min(X,Y)))-1; % nr of iterations
K=1; % variable to set the conditioning image
ConditionalImage=zeros(X,Y);
simi=cell(itr,1,1);
while(K~=0)

for i=1:X
for j=1:Y

if(rand<0.05)
ConditionalImage(i,j)=AnalogImage(i,j);
if(i>X/2)

nX=2;
else

nX=1;
end
if(j>Y/2)

nY=2;
else

nY=1;
end

end
end

end
if(isempty(find(ConditionalImage==1, 1)))
else

K=0;
end
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end
% load(’ConditionalImage’)
figure(2)
imagesc(ConditionalImage)
colormap(’bone’)
step=zeros(itr,1);
for steg=itr:-1:1

step(steg)=2^(steg-1);
end
pause(4)
ConditionalHigh=1;
% K=1;
for steg=itr:-1:1

steg
Lumped2AI=getSubImage(AnalogImage, step(steg),step(steg));
Lumped2CI=getSubImage(ConditionalImage, step(steg),step(steg));
[Cx,Cy]=size(Lumped2CI);
[Ax,Ay]=size(Lumped2AI);
if(Cx~=Ax || Cy~=Ay)

Abba=zeros(size(Lumped2AI)); %do this if the getSubImage forgets to add the last row
for i=1:Ax

for j=1:Ay
if(i<=Cx && j<=Cy)

Abba(i,j)=Lumped2CI(i,j);
else

Abba(i,j)=0;
end

end
end
Lumped2CI=Abba;

end

boxCount2AI=boxD(Lumped2AI,1,1);
boxCount2CI=boxD(Lumped2CI,1,1);

boxDIMA(steg)=boxCount2AI;

mx=3; % gliding box size x dir
my=3; % gliding box size y dir
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n=lac(Lumped2AI,mx,my,0);% returns the combination of boxes
% and the nr of steps in x dir/
% Y dir that the window moves
[imageLengthX,imageLengthY]=size(Lumped2AI);
ys=imageLengthY-my+1;
xs=imageLengthX-mx+1;

cdf=cumsum(n./(xs*ys)); %cumulative distribution function cdf
%which is used to add points %later on
K=1;
while(K==1)

RecreatedImage=populat(cdf,Lumped2CI,mx,my);

figure(5)
imagesc(RecreatedImage)
colorbar
RecreatedImage=pros(RecreatedImage,boxCount2AI,ConditionalHigh);
abs(lac(Lumped2AI,mx,my,1)-lac(RecreatedImage,mx,my,1))
S=L(steg)
if(abs(lac(Lumped2AI,mx,my,1)-lac(RecreatedImage,mx,my,1))<=L(steg))

disp(’Lacunarity error in %’)
abs(1-lac(RecreatedImage,mx,my,1)/lac(Lumped2AI,mx,my,1))*100
LaRec(steg)=lac(RecreatedImage,mx,my,1);
LaAna(steg)=lac(Lumped2AI,mx,my,1);

K=0;
end

end
simi{steg}=RecreatedImage;
ConditionalHigh=RecreatedImage;
for i=1:imageLengthX

for j=1:imageLengthY
if( ConditionalHigh(i,j)==0)

ConditionalHigh(i,j)=-5;
end

end
end
boxDIMC(steg)=boxD(RecreatedImage,1,1);
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end
figure(6)
imagesc(RecreatedImage)
colormap(’bone’)

figure(7)
D=polyfit(log(itr:-1:1),log(boxDIMA),1);
plot(log(itr:-1:1),log(boxDIMA),’k:’)
hold on
plot(log(itr:-1:1),D(1)*log(itr:-1:1)+D(2),’r:’)
hold off

figure(6)
imagesc(RecreatedImage)
colormap(’bone’)
figure(1)
imagesc(AnalogImage)
colormap(’bone’)

figure(3)
plot((itr:-1:1),(LaRec),’b:’)
hold on
plot((itr:-1:1),LaAna,’r:’)
hold off
grid on
return
boxD(AnalogImage,1,1)
boxD(RecreatedImage,1,1)

P=2
close all
if(P==1)
load(’Tree’)
simi=Tree;
elseif(P==0)
load(’dc’)
simi=dc;
else
load(’t’)
simi=t;
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end

for i=1:itr
figure(6+i)

imagesc(simi{itr+1-i})
colormap(’bone’)
colorbar
pause(0.5)
end

close all
figure(1)
D=polyfit(log(itr:-1:1),log(boxDIMA),1);
plot(log(itr:-1:1),log(boxDIMA),’k:’)
hold on
plot(log(itr:-1:1),D(1)*log(itr:-1:1)+D(2),’r:’)
hold off
figure(2)
plot(log(itr:-1:1),log(boxDIMC),’b:’)
hold on
plot(log(itr:-1:1),D(1)*log(itr:-1:1)+D(2),’r:’)
hold off
figure(3)
plot((itr:-1:1),(LaRec),’b:’)
hold on
plot((itr:-1:1),LaAna,’r:’)
hold off
grid on

function C=pros(B, addbox,ConditionalHigh)
while(addbox>0)

[X,Y]=size(B);
if(length(ConditionalHigh)==1)

ConditionalHigh=zeros(X,Y);
else

ConditionalHigh=expandMatrix(ConditionalHigh,[2,2]);
end
C=zeros(X,Y);%allocate
%addbox=(TrueNrOfBox(1)-trueNrOfBox(1));
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hx=1;
hy=1;
ii=1;
while(addbox>0)

ra=0;
% ra=0.05-rand*0.1;
if(B(hx,hy)>=ii+ra && C(hx,hy)~=1 && ...
ConditionalHigh(hx,hy)~=-5) %if the point has not been

%added we will add a point
C(hx,hy)=1;%add point
addbox=addbox-1;%les points to add

end
hx=hx+1;%walk to the right
if(hx>X)%if we are at an edge

hx=1;
hy=hy+1;%jump to the next line
if(hy>Y)

hy=1;
%if we have walk through the image start
%adding less probable points
ii=ii-0.0005;

end
end

end
end

return
while(ii>-1)

iH=length(find(ContactMat==ii));
if(iH<nrOfBoxToAdd)

for i=1:X
for j=1:Y

if(nrOfBoxToAdd<=0)
return;

else
if(ContactMat(i,j)== ii &&
recreatedImage(i,j)==0)% &&
recreatedImage(i,j)~=1 &&
recreatedImage(i,j)~=5 )
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recreatedImage(i,j)=1000;
nrOfBoxToAdd=nrOfBoxToAdd-1;

end
end

end
end

else
hop=false;
while(hop==false)

i=floor(rand*X)+1;
j=floor(rand*Y)+1;
if(nrOfBoxToAdd<=0)

return;
else

if(ContactMat(i,j)== ii &&
recreatedImage(i,j)==0)

recreatedImage(i,j)=1000;
nrOfBoxToAdd=nrOfBoxToAdd-1;

end
end

end
end
ii=ii-1;

end

function RecreatedImage=populat(cdf,Lumped2CI,mx,my,ConditionalHigh)
[X,Y]=size(Lumped2CI);
MCsim=1;
B=cell(MCsim,1,1);
d=length(cdf);
RecreatedImage=zeros(X,Y);
VB=zeros(X,Y);
for j=1:Y-my+1

for i=1:X-mx+1
VB(i:i+mx-1,j:j+my-1)=VB(i:i+mx-1,j:j+my-1)+1;

end
end
for Mont=1:MCsim %start monte carlo

B{Mont}=zeros(X,Y);
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for hx=1:X-mx+1 %walk the nr of steps which the gliding box in x dir
for hy=1:Y-my+1 %walk the nr of steps which the gliding box in y dir

r=rand; %random number
for M=1:d-1
%distribute box number in cumulative distribution function

if(r<cdf(M+1) && r>cdf(M))%if(r<cdf(M+1)-cdf(M))
%see if we should add II fictive point or not

% does not consider any points that are set so far
boxset=0;%(length(find(Lumped2CI(hx:hx+mx-1,hy:hy+my-1))));
if((M-boxset)>0 &&
(mx*my-boxset)>0)
%probability to add II box if II box Is already set.

for li=0:mx-1
%distribut evenle troughout the gliding box

for lj=0:my-1
B{Mont}(li+hx,lj+hy)=
B{Mont}(li+hx,lj+hy)+(M-boxset)/(mx*my-boxset);

end
end

end
end

end
end

end
for i=1:X

for j=1:Y
B{Mont}(i,j)=B{Mont}(i,j)/VB(i,j);

end
end

end
for Mont=1:MCsim

RecreatedImage=B{Mont}+RecreatedImage;
end
for i=1:X

for j=1:Y
if(Lumped2CI(i,j)==1)

RecreatedImage(i,j)=1;
else

RecreatedImage(i,j)=RecreatedImage(i,j)/MCsim;
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end
end

end
end
function n = lac(fracImage,mask1,mask2,p)%4,1

[imageLengthX,imageLengthY]=size(fracImage);

totalBox=(imageLengthY-mask2+1)*(imageLengthX-mask1+1);%N
n=zeros(mask1*mask2+1,1);%

for col=1:(imageLengthY-mask2+1)
for row=1:(imageLengthX-mask1+1)

temp=sum(sum(fracImage(row:row+mask1-1,col:col+mask2-1)));
n(temp+1)=n(temp+1)+1;

end
end
if(p>0)

n=n./totalBox;%Q
s=find(n)-1;
z1 = zeros(length(s),1);%
z2 = zeros(length(s),1);%
for i=1:length(s)

z1(i)=s(i)*n(s(i)+1);
z2(i)=s(i)^2*n(s(i)+1);

end
if(sum(z2)==0)

%z2 ->0 faster then z1->0
n=0;

else
n=sum(z2)/(sum(z1))^2;

end
end
end

function [outMat] = getSubImage(inMat, m2,m1)
[x,y]=size(inMat);
if((mod(x,2)==1)&&(mod(y,2)==1))

nrm1=y/m1;
nrm2=x/m2;
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if(m1<m2)
while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)

inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm2=x/m2;

end
elseif(m1==m2)

while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)
inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm2=x/m2;

end
while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)

inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end
else

while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)
inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end
end
outMat=zeros(nrm2,nrm1);

elseif(mod(x,2)==1)
nrm1=y/m1;
nrm2=x/m2;
if(m1<m2)

while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)
inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm2=x/m2;

end

elseif(m1==m2)%#
while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)

inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
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nrm2=x/m2;
end
while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)

inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end%#
else

while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)
inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end
end
outMat=zeros(nrm2,nrm1);

elseif(mod(y,2)==1)
nrm1=y/m1;
nrm2=x/m2;
if(m1>m2)

while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)
inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end
elseif(m1==m2)%#

while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)
inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm2=x/m2;

end
while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)

inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end%#
else

while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)
inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm2=x/m2;
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end
end
outMat=zeros(nrm2,nrm1);

else
nrm1=y/m1;
nrm2=x/m2;
if(m1<m2)

while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)
inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm2=x/m2;

end
elseif(m1==m2)%#

while(mod(mod(nrm2,2),1)~=0)
inMat(end+1,1:end)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm2=x/m2;

end
while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)

inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end%#
else

while(mod(mod(nrm1,2),1)~=0)
inMat(1:end,end+1)=0;
[x,y]=size(inMat);
nrm1=y/m1;

end
end
outMat=zeros(nrm2,nrm1);

end
for rmi = 0:nrm2-1

for cmi = 0:nrm1-1
pixelIsSet = isAnyPixelSetInMask(inMat(rmi*m2+1:(rmi+1)*m2,cmi*m1+1:(cmi+1)*m1)); % Sending the current part of fracImage to the function
if ( pixelIsSet )

outMat(rmi+1,cmi+1) = 1;
end

end
end
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Summary 

 

This paper presents a methodology for the use of fractal 

textural attributes (fractal dimension and lacunarity) as a 

tool to discriminate texture facies on seismic data.  Two 

examples are provided where this procedure allows the 

differentiation of salt bodies based on texture variations 

on seismic sections. 

 

Introduction 

 

Seismic attributes are conventionally used as a tool to 

enhance features on seismic data for seismic 

interpretation workflows, and even though texture 

attributes exist in seismic attribute libraries, their usage 

has been minimal in the seismic world. However, texture 

attributes have been extensively used with the same 

objective on satellite and radar image interpretation. 

 

Fractal dimension and lacunarity have been receiving 

growing attention as texture attributes on image 

interpretation during the last years (Dong, 2000; Dong 

and Leblon, 2004; Dong, 2009) even though this interest 

has not been reflected in seismic interpretation workflows 

as yet. 

 

In this paper we present a workflow for the use of fractal 

dimension and lacunarity on seismic interpretation and 

also two case studies of its use resolving facies 

classification on published seismic examples. 

 

Previous work on texture and fractal analysis 

 

An amplitude texture refers to a characteristic pattern 

defined by the magnitude and variation of neighboring 

amplitude samples at a given location in an image space 

(Gao, 2011). 

 

Image texture analysis methodologies have been 

published since the 1950s, and they were primarily 

applied to 2D images.  Based on this experience, a variety 

of texture analysis algorithms have been applied to 

reflection seismic image visualization and interpretation 

(Simaan, et al, 1987; Vistnes, 1989; Pitas, and 

Kotropoulos, 1992; Vinther et al, 1995; Vinther et al, 

1996; Randen, and Husøy, 1999; Schlaf et al, 2005;   

Chopra and Alexeev, 2006; Patel et al, 2008). 

 

The concept of fractal dimension was introduced by 

Mandelbrot (1982) as a measure of irregularity of many 

physical processes and their products. Even though, 

fractal sets sharing the same fractal dimension may have 

strikingly different textures.  

 

As a consequence and with the objective of to describe 

the characteristic of fractals of the same dimension with 

different texture appearances, Mandelbrot (1982) and 

Voss (1986) introduced the concept of lacunarity. 

 

Lacunarity is related to the distribution of gap sizes: low 

lacunarity geometric objects are homogeneous because 

all gap sizes are the same, whereas high lacunarity 

objects are heterogeneous. It should be noted that objects 

that are homogeneous over a small area can be 

heterogeneous when examined over a large area and vice 

versa. Therefore, lacunarity can be considered a scale 

dependent measure of heterogeneity or texture (Gefen, et 

al, 1983). 

 

Fractal dimension and lacunarity have been used to 

characterize images on a variety of fields ranging from 

food quality and iris identification up to Landscape 

ecology (Plotnick et al, 1993) and rock unit 

discrimination (Dong and Leblon, 2004). 

 

Recent work on texture analysis on seismic data has 

emphasized the Gray Level co occurrence Matrix 

(GLCM) technique (Gao, 2011; Chopra and Alexeev, 

2006) as a promising tool to characterize and differentiate 

seismic textures (even though its high computing cost 

was emphasized).  Further to this, Dong and Leblon 

(2004) demonstrated that gray scale lacunarity can reveal 

more textural information for rock unit discrimination 

than GLCM texture attributes. 

 

Methods and algorithms 

 

Methods for calculating lacunarity were given by 

Mandelbrot (1982), Gefen et al (1983), Lin and Yang 

(1986), and Voss (1986).  Allain and Cloitre (1991) 

introduced a gliding-box algorithm for calculating 

lacunarity.  

 

Dong (2000) further developed a new lacunarity 

estimation based on the Allain and Cloitre (1991) gliding-

box algorithm for calculating lacunarity and a differential 

box counting method in fractal dimension estimation 

proposed by Sarkar and Chaudhuri (1992). 

 

In this work we have used the method defined by Allain 

and Cloitre (1991) and we have also included the 

directional approach to lacunarity calculation used 

previously by Dong (2000) 

 

For fractal dimension characterization we have used the 

classic box counting method (Mandelbrot, 1982). 

 

Workflow 

 

The workflow that we have implemented for this work 

was 

 Input data file and format  are selected (figure 1) 

 Analyze parameters sensitivity and select optimal 

parameters 

 a) Select sample sub sets (figure 3) 
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 b) Apply textural process with varying parameters 

(figure 4) 

 c) Visualize sensitivity tables and select optimal 

parameters Figure 4) 

 Compute Fractal dimension and lacunarity attributes 

grids (figure 5) 

 Process attribute grids into class grids (figure 6). 

 

Examples 

 

We have tested this technique on two examples of 

published seismic sections involving salt bodies. 

 

A seismic section from the Gulf of Cadiz and the 

corresponding manual interpretation (Matias et al, 2011) 

are shown at figures 1 and 2.  A sampling of the seismic 

response at different locations is shown at figure 3 and 

the characterization of these different responses by the 

lacunarity attribute is shown at figure 4  

 

 

 

 

A 2D lacunarity image for the area of interest is shown in 

figure 5. In figure 6 we see that a threshold has been 

applied to the lacunarity image to specifically highlight 

the salt body as a textural facies.  The single 2D 

lacunarity image was effective in delineating the edges of 

the salt body. It must be noted however that two false 

positives above and to the right of the salt body were 

indistinguishable via texture analysis from the salt body. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1:  Original seismic data 

 

Figure 2:  Manual interpretation of salt bodies 

 

Figure 3:  Sample subsets  

Figure 4:  Sensitivity analysis of lacunarity (Y axis) over window 

size (X axis). Figure on the left represents lacunarity measured on 

horizontal direction and figure on the right shows lacunarity 

measured on vertical direction 

 

Figure 5:  Lacunarity attribute is computed and shown at the 

processed area 

 

Figure 6:  Lacunarity has been thesholded and it tracks the salt 

body (in some cases also non salt areas are tracked, further 

refinement will clean this) 
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